
2). SPECIAL INTERVIEW : AN OLYMPIC OBSERVER.

The girls on the U.S. Olympic team at Tokyo, according to a physician
who is also a sportswoman, showed once and for all that there is no conflict
between being an athlete and being a woman.

Dr. Tenley Albright told MEDICINE IN SPORTS that the United States
runners, swimmers and gymnasts were fine-looking athletes and "a
charmingly feminine group of girls. " They belied the old concept of the
woman athlete as aggressive or mannish and, in fact, strengthened
Dr. Albright's belief that the active athletic girl will replace the "clothes
model" as the American ideal. There was a time, she pointed out, when
only the most determined woman could obtain a good education, much less
excel in sports, in the face of public disapproval. This has all changed,
and today sports have become a natural part of a girls life.

"I think," said Dr. Albright, "the well-exercised, vital, graceful, lithe
figure is the most feminine, and best suited to live a feminine life. "

Dr. Albright is well qualified to speak. She held the United States
championship in women's figure skating for five years, was world champion
in 1955, and won the Olympic Gold Medal in figure skating at Cortina, Italy
in 1956. She then began her career in medicine. A 1961 graduate of Harvard
Medical School, Dr. Albright practices general surgery in Boston.

"I have not competed since Cortina," Dr. Albright explained, "but I
skate at the rink at least three times a week, if only for just a few moments.
I am most interested in keeping my jumps up, so that if I find time to skate later
I won't have to start at the beginning "

At Tokyo in 1964, Dr. Albright rated the American women athletes high
in fitness and in femininity. She felt they compared favorably with women
athletes of any other country. Seeing gymnastic events for the first time,
she was impressed by gymnastics as a sport for young girls. While it
requires strength and endurance, it also satisfies a feminine pleasure in
grace and rhythm. The performance of the U.S. women swimmers and
runners also reflected " a terrific amount of endurance training", but
Dr. Albright found the competition in no way unsuited to young women.
To anyone who might disagree, her reply was, "Well, they obviously
didn't see Wyoma Tyus and Edith McGuire at Tokyo. They were beautifully
feminine runners. Running can be a graceful sport, and a lot of our girls have
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proved it.

To Dr. Albright, the Olympics were a true sports medicine laboratory.
Apart from the games themselves, two scientific sports conferences in
Tokyo were open to physicians - one sponsored by the International Federation
of Sport Sciences and the other by UNESCO. More than 100 papers were
presented by speakers from countries throughout the world.

Dr. Albright brought from Tokyo the feeling that, despite increasing
participation in sports by American girls, other countries are ahead of
us in encouraging this. She was told, for example, by the matron of
Japanese women at the Olympic village, Mrs. Haru Sadaka, that Japanese
girls have "one less problem" than ours: they do not feel that interest in
a sport or an art interferes with their lives. They consider such activity
as "sociable", and they have a sense of gaining respect and honor through
excelling for the team. The American teen-ager's view of what is sociable
is apt to be quite different. This may explain why many of our fine girl
athletes reach the peak of their performance in their early teens, after
which progress becomes slow or they lose interest in competition.

Other factors, of course, enter into the early "peak" of girl athletes
as compared to boys. Dr. Albright cited studies of Dr. Anna Espenschade
of the Department of Physical Education, the University of California,
indicating that girls reach their peak in running, throwing and broad-jumping
at 10 to 13 years of age, with little further improvement from 13 to 16. Boys
develop later and continue rapid improvement up to 17 or 18. Physiological
rather than social factors are at work here. Dr. Albright added, however,
that some swimming coaches believe it may be possible through training to
extend a girl swimmer's peak as far as 18 to 22 years of age.

How did Tenly Albright, the skater, become interested in sports medicine?
She says she has always been interested in it, even before realizing there was
such a thing, "In skating, you are interested in whatever gives you one more
breath at the end of the program "

More specifically, she believes her mind has been directed toward medicine
since she had nonparalytic polio at the age of eleven - out of appreciation for the
use of her muscles. "When Harvard Medical School said okay to my application,
that was it."

MEDICINE IN SPORTS asked Dr. Albright what sports medicine has
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contributed toward development of better athletes. So far, she said, much
work has been directed toward developing physiological standards or norms
for athletes, which can be applied to training.

"What is normal in someone who just isn't sick is not the same as what
is normal in someone who is superhealthy (the athlete)."t Such knowledge is
not easy to develop, as there is no way to find in a nutshell what is going on
in sports medicine. Dr. Albright feels we are lagging behind European
countries in terms of indexing workers in sports medicine, and abstracting
the medical and physical education literature.

Dr. Albright also proposes that sports medicine become part of the
medical school curriculum. It was not part of hers. "I think I would have
remembered more physiology, " she explained, "if it had been presented in
terms of athletes instead of in terms of frogs."

What sports should be recommended for young girls? Running, swimming,
gymnastics, dancing or any activity which appeals to girl's enjoyment of rhythm
or music. Dr. Albright said with a smile, "And you know, of course, I'll say
skating." Her favorite sport not only develops endurance, agility and grace.
It also allows the girl athlete to be as competitive - or as noncompetitive - as
she pleases.
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